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Preface  

One of the principles of corporate governance is moving together with 
team spirit for achievement of goals set by the top management. One of the 
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reasons for non achievement of goals is not moving together as a team for 
goals due to uninvited ego clashes in the corporate world . The wastage of 
the energies from these clashes results in lowering down productivity and 
results in higher economic cost to the organization . An attempt has been 
made through this book titled Ego Management- a practical way out for 
effective Corporate Governance based on practical experiences gained on 
the  delicate subject during live service, which if adopted can moderate the 
level of ego in an executive and benefit the organization . The organization 
can be blessed with magnifying results with the use of ego management 
tools suggested in the book . Ego is a delicate instinct of a person and 
solution to the problem is to be found by adopting delicate means with 
decencies in message communication and has cascading effect on recipient. 
Ego if not managed prudently may cause disastrous results to the 
management. 

The book deals with the concept of ego in the chapter  Ego which 
clandestinely enters the personality of an executive over the period of time 
based on its nourishment with the prevailing  environments in 
organization and home. This uninvited guest of ego if not dealt carefully 
may cause irreparable image loss to the personality and lowering down the 
productivity and cause financial loss to the organization .  

Next chapter titled as Implication of ego in an Organization deals with 
situations and circumstances when ego clashes cause tremendous loss and 
has far-reaching impact in the organization . If this is handled prudently it 
may prove a secret asset for the executive and the organization. Ego when 
not handled with  due caution and care, it can have devastating effect for 
the concerned corporation .  

Ego Measurement chapter deals with conceived formula for measure of 
ego in a person based on live experiences for purpose of comparison . 
Though there is no well recognized formula for measurement of ego due to 
its variant character yet an attempt has been made to visualize the same 
based on the ground realities and experiences gained while working and 
interacting with the corporate world.   

A caution note to the corporate functionaries in the chapter Ego Boosters 
has been made to deal with the situations and circumstances which 
accelerate the level of ego in different functionaries. A particular 
physiology of word one can use to avoid the upbringing of identical 
difficult situations in the organization to avoid ego boost in the operatives.  



The Corporate functionaries may use the methods suggested to deflate 
level of ego as suggested in chapter Ego-moderation. These are practical 
tips with ways and means available to them to moderate the level of ego .  

In the chapter Ego Management –the practical way out suggestions 
have been offered based on practical methodology to handle the menace 
of Ego. The suggestions have been made to study the mind of persons 
having egoist tendencies and handle them prudently when necessitated. 
The suggestions have also been made for meeting management where  
naked ego dances occasionally  take place through the communication 
techniques and tools . The practical suggestions  have been made  to 
deal with such situations.   
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EGO 

An individual is sovereign in his character based on thoughts, feelings 
expression , behavior and communication . A person has many secret 
assets which when used with due diligence can produce far reaching 
positive results. When such assets are not used with available tools 
properly and carefully, the personality of a person can burst into pieces. 



There are many secret reserves in a personality which amongst others 
include self controlled ego, reputation, honesty , integrity and sincerity 
which are enshrined within his character .  

One is a union of body, emotions, ego, super ego, basic personality traits 
and to know the true and intrinsic value of the each component , one 
has be fully acquainted with its usage and application with care. The 
conglomeration of thoughts, feelings, ideas, beliefs and habits are 
naturally compromised with ego. This ego is neither stable nor 
permanent. It is made of various mutable components, and therefore 
changes drastically from time to time . The people who live with ego, 
consider it as  the essence of their life and do everything to protect it 
perceiving it their honor and do everything for its survival. It is a unit of 
thoughts and belief system that is powered by the mental outlook that 
prompt one to act independently. The personality of an individual is 
reflected by his thoughts, physical appearance , facial expression, 
instant interaction with counter parties through the mirror of ego based 
on his outlook and perception . Inherent invisible personality traits  
such as honesty, integrity sincerity and commitment to own self play a 
major but silent role . The ego is dependent on the thoughts that mind 
perceives. These thoughts evoke feelings and desires, which invite action 
and reaction  . Our thoughts with perception become our values which 
lead to action and reaction that shape our habits, positive or negative 
depending upon the values we inherited from the society and home. 
These values form our outlook and approach to the emerging issues and 
their continuity with determination make changes in us and are 
characterized as habits which ultimately is our personality code known 
as character.   

Each individual has his own perception ,approach, understanding and 
communication pattern to any issue. Many of us are generally attuned 
to find faults with others and overlook positive side of the personality of 
the counter party . Most of the time, behavior of others is based on 
reaction to our expression based on our thoughts and views with 
sharpened or polite language used.  

Ego is the one of such personality traits of an individual which if not 
applied with due diligence and used if in isolation with goals to the 
organization can play havoc in the personality and the organization.  



Ego is an unrecognized acknowledgement instinct in a person and play 
a crucial role in the life of an individual and corporation. The insistence 
on individual identification causes differences of opinion and clashes 
between the functionaries in an organization . Ego acts as a self 
intoxicating drug . Everyone in the society has some element of ego in 
his personality, in the absence of which the element of challenge to 
achieve the goals in life will be  missing. The element of collective ego at 
time enters  the arena and halt the growth of the organization . At times 
when you want a message to pass on to a particular group or a segment 
of  younger generation , they do not back such ethics /proposals on the 
pre-conceived assumption or notion that the such people in the 
organization are not aware of ground realities and are being swayed by 
egoistic feelings based on their long standing in the organization. It is 
therefore essential to keep in mind that inflated and collective ego may 
not be allowed to rule the show in the organization particularly in group 
handling/meetings.  

The ego is dependent on the thoughts that mind grows . These thoughts 
evoke feelings and desires, which invite action and reaction from 
functionaries on the scene of activities . This ego thus  has no physical 
shape internally or eternally but is eternal in existence.  

The positive culture of ego in a personality helps him to grow with its 
positive outlook and leads one to progress and prosperity in the 
organization . Ego becomes a negative factor when the personality of an 
individual is overshadowed by it and self is only visible factor in him 
and all other traitors becomes non functional and are invisible .  

Ego acts as a positive dose in development of a personality if it has built 
up or developed controls within him and when these controls become 
loose and in active, ego overshadows the controls and the personality is 
not visible. It acts as a negative dose and damages him like a overdose of 
liquor and destroys him internality, externality, emotionally and 
organizationally. 

For ego to play a positive factor, one should control his ego himself to a 
great extent and should not allow ego to controls him. Ego many times 
leads us doing things with hidden motivation or agenda which we are 
not conscious of when it is playing its role.  



Ego is embodiment of thoughts to neglect others. The ego at times rules 
our life and causes us to think, behave, and  we act in individualistic 
way for our own welfare. 

Ego is a negative element of pride which bursts out in arrogance. Ego is 
a swollen head and should not be compared with pride. 

Ego is many times confused with self respect. Both are distinct entities 
and may not be mixed up. Ego is self centered dose of mental awareness 
with aim on self building  up in comparison with others whereas self 
respect is mental balance of mind of an individual filled with dignity, 
honour and values one attaches to it and is mirrored through his 
conduct and behavior in the society.   

Ego has its seeds in personality and grows like gross with insects and 
exhibit its manifestation over the period of time with no end unless 
thrashed by self or others which many times de-motivate the team spirit 
in the organization and halt its growth and progress.  

People with high ego are arrogant and perceive that they are best result 
providers and know better than others. When several egos join together, 
they make larger collective ego in a family, tribe, , race, religion and 
country and damages them and the organization to a great extent.   

Ego causes disruption in common sense and prudence. In many cases , 
ego of the top functionaries or implementing authorities comes in the 
way for achieving these goals. It is therefore imperative that over-
inflated ego be either controlled or oriented so that goals which are 
deadlines with action oriented approach in a specific time frame set in 
an organization are not impeded .  

Many functionaries in a organization , departmental heads willingly or 
unwillingly find themselves involved in personal feuds ,squabbles and 
inter-personal differences due to ego problem .This is a antigrowth 
disease . Ego thus is a sort of poison which kill your personality and 
affects the physical and financial health of the organization over the 
period of time. 

The organizations like economic organization or organizations engaged 
in varying activities which have to reorient its goals from time to time 
depending upon variant and developing factors in the economy or 



situations , ego plays a dominant role for achievement of goals. Top 
management which sets its goal in such organization feel deceived with 
the results . In the fast changing economic environment, the well defined 
goal setting is difficult and risky and depends upon the vision of its top 
management team at that time only . Once goals are set by top 
management and its implementation is the responsibility of other 
executives and operatives where ego plays a dominant role for their 
achievement. It influences its output indicators, overshadows the 
personality of such persons and institutions and cause irreparable 
damage to the organization which are in conflict with goals set by the 
organization. In the life of an organization a proper and positive vision 
with courage and proper understanding is needed for success. 

To achieve these goals some organizations impart training to such 
functionaries and constantly review the achievements through 
periodical review and reorientation whenever needed through mutual 
consultation in meetings or forums or otherwise for the purpose. 

The positive and controlled ego derive those who derive the world 
whereas  an uncontrolled ego play its ugly role of destruction and loss to 
the organization. For success of corporate governance, the different 
executives in the organization should trust its operatives , builds up 
emotional and lasting relationship , think ahead of others , work hard 
with sharing its executive powers to take independent decisions in the 
interests of organization free from ego within delegated authority. Its 
functionaries should not be daunted by adversities and should share 
wealth and gains besides respecting elders. 

Implication of ego in an organization 

 
The personality of an individual is like a pyramid composed of its needs 
and expectation as depicted below: 

 
Pyramid of  Personality 

 
Self –Power of thinking 

 
Ego 

 



Social needs 
 

Safety needs 
 

Physiological needs 
 

The social and safety needs and even to some extent physiological needs 
are to be met by the society and the corporate world  with collective 
team efforts  in an organization but  ego  built up  to  a great extent   are  
harnessed generally by the person concerned himself .If ego is within  
safe limits in the working  environments of the organization ,it will be 
beneficial for the functionaries and the organization . 
 
Personality and  the style of working  of an executive in an organization  
is built up  through his office and home environments . This is mirrored  
by his interaction with  other operatives  available at the scene  of 
activity in the organization and home  . Each human being has hopes 
and aspirations and  thus is to be treated like a human being and not as 
a  computer or machine. 
The road to good performance in an organization   underlines  clarity of  
the vision, managing  its manpower and other  resources prudentially   
and   ongoing  monitoring its  performance level  from time to time  with 
the  coordinated principles of participative management. 
For a successful organization . the goals are set and monitored 
periodically by  Top Management of the concerned organization  . The 
goals set may be economic in nature or production oriented depending 
upon type of activity in which the organization is engaged . In a 
organization which discharges  its functions which cannot quantify its 
goals parametrically due to varying nature of its   activities depending 
on inherent  factors , goal setting   in the organization is not  only 
difficult but also impracticable to a great extent . 
For the success of team in any organization , one has to rely on its team 
building,  suitably training and directing the team members  with  
consistent creative thinking  ideas  and  positive approach with eye on 
its targets and goals in the organization . The  well defined goals in an 
organization give its functionaries/operatives a sense of direction and 
feeling of joy upon their accomplishment. The organizational team   for 
the achievement of goals, it has to  address   to lower   down the stress of 
the team members , improve  their productivity , increase involvement 
of each team members   in enjoyment and   distribute the benefits 



accruing  to the organization to the contributors and sharers . Some of 
the organizations do involve family members of work force to infuse in 
the sense of participation  and commitment . In an organization, a 
realistic approach, accountability structure for decision making be well 
defined .The clear cut  objectives , strategies and tactics are to be 
adopted with ultimate goal achievement  and progress . 
 
Ego in a personality  of executive in an organization is influenced by 
various factors in the organization which  depends upon the role played 
by him and other personalities at the scene of  activity. 
For a  successful manager, one should have  a clear vision, flexibility  
approach and  well defined  priorities ,effective and productive time 
management, strong but not big ego ,self confidence, ability to listen to 
others and observe their conduct and responses , well sounding and 
polite  communicator , developed plan to promote goodwill with self and 
mutual respect to all participants  in the organization . Productivity be 
measured both in terms of quality and quantity . The executive   should 
have commitment  to the task and accountability in approach  for 
success of the organization. 
 
Dress code fascinated  with manners , behavior and body language  is a 
representative attribute  of  personality of an individual. Any comments 
sarcastically   made about any functionaries  hurt his sentiments . Such 
comments  my be expressed one  or conveyed through body language . 
 
When the purpose of the organization  and the behavior of the executive 
is consistent with the purpose , the organization will perform at its peak. 
Team represents  group of people as a single entity. Team management 
should clearly define its mission, vision ,values, strategic and tactical 
plan and should prioritize the goals. The relationship and cooperation  
amongst  team  members are not formed on spur of moment, it is over 
the period of time they are built up and cherished  based on mutual 
understanding , respect , cooperation and sacrifice  by one and all.  
Prioritization means greater efficiency and right action at right time. 
Ego breads jealousy  and  hatred when one member of the team moves 
up without  due merits . His equal ranking peer may feel insulted and 
insure and may develop ill will against him and other concerned official 
instrumental in his promotion .   This ultimately results in ego clash 
amongst members and affect productivity and economic cost to the 
organization. 



 
There are many types of ego and are caused due to various factors in 
the society. The personality of an individual is affected by various 
factors to variant extent. The most of the  factors influencing the level of 
ego of an executive  in the organization  are: 
i Ego influenced by official position held in the organization and public 
image   enjoyed by him . 
ii Ego influenced by office and home or non office  environments. 
iii Ego influenced by educational qualification  one possesses which is  
higher than others in the same corporation. 
iv Ego influenced by political and social  commitments. 
v Ego influenced by committed  moral  or unethical values one holds . 
vi Ego influenced by second man to boss , private secretary and his 
personal attendants. 
vii Ego influenced by family members such as wife, son or father and 
close friends . 
viii Ego  influenced by religious gurus or religious commitments, 
ix Ego  influenced by  continuous  living in isolation conditions 
 
The level of transformation of ego in a personality  may vary from 
person to person depending working environments prevailing at  place 
of activity where most  members of the society behave differently. Each 
individual   has different perception , understanding , approach and 
communication  pattern, thus the receptivity to the issues to find 
solutions is  variant in them . The ego many times  predominantly  rules 
our life and causes us to think, behave, and act in a  individualistic  way. 
 
Ego Sometimes acquires  a drastic   shape and curves down the purpose 
of the corporation. This happens when any one of the colleagues or team 
members  who has egoistic tendencies    triggers   off  ego of others 
through his ego by   criticizing others   to show that he be  
acknowledged  super than other participants  in the meetings or 
otherwise  in the organization . The position many times becomes 
uncontrollable especially when chairman of the meeting is not  matured 
one to direct   the proceedings of the meeting towards the goals. 
 
At  times  , it is  noticed that  some people are intentionally doing office 
work below their capacities and capability. It is a invisible form  of 
corruption and be curbed as the this tendency is contrary to goals and 
assignments to individuals for valued services. Any  attempt to stop this 



practice  triggers ego  of such functionaries  and need proper counseling 
before  adopting a disciplinary code for this. Doing own work in office 
for which  corporation  has paid him   is also another  form of common  
unethical  practice and may not be allowed to be practiced  in the 
organization as this is another  invisible  form of corruption. This 
tendency when curbed  without proper counseling  and preparation  
usually is  confronted with ego infusion  in them and can have a 
devastating effect on team work and productivity in the organization. 
 
The knowledge  or knowing the things better than other colleagues 
realistically or unimaginatively    results in  suo motto ego  out bursting 
which is not good for the organization. 
The  knowledge and wisdom which signify   use  of knowledge are two 
different things. The knowledge  many times is a cause of conflicts in 
departmental meetings or organization . General knowledge gives one  
happiness but self acquired knowledge  gives satisfaction with happiness  
both . Practical knowledge is superior to bookish knowledge as it is 
coated with the element of self experience and is a testified knowledge. 
Happiness of acquired knowledge is that treasure of life which  when 
distributed gets automatically  multiplied. Intelligence shows the speed 
of learning and its ability to use it  .The skill of using learned/acquired 
knowledge  depends upon its usage  with competence.  
 
Sometimes we can win the battle but lose the war with gratified   ego . 
The ego may be satisfied but the decision may be right or wrong in the 
long run depending upon situation or circumstances prevailing in the 
organization. Ego is self employed instinct  and wake  up at any time  
abruptly without invitation  when one does not have proper   control 
over it . 
 
One should try to solve the problems with available alternatives and 
options , fine tune his perception and goals for success to control the 
ego. 
 
Some people are simply  ego maniacs  and live in the world of fantasy 
and think that they are superior to everyone in the organization . Some 
people are touchy in  nature and has fragile ego. Egocentric 
personalities will find fault with every person in every move.   
 



One must have little but controllable  ego in the absence of which the 
element of challenge in life will be missing .This challenge  infuses the 
spirit of fighting for achievement of the goals . A  manager with giant 
ego will  ultimately alienate himself from staff and other operatives over 
a period of time . 
 
Ego dominated individuals  are often inefficient and person with super 
ego are not only inefficient and are also self centered. They are in fact  
burden on the productivity and reputation of  the  organization. If  ego 
or  super ego derive one to achieve impossible, he may achieve nothing 
in life . 
The following simple rules  can be adopted  to free oneself from ego in 
the organization for achieving the goals. 
a)  Ask yourself that It is not  You but the Organization which is 
important. 
b)  Try to keep your mouth closed  and listen to others to take decision 
with open mind on merits  with proper  application of mind. Open mind 
and empty mind are two different connotations and may not be mixed 
up and confused .  
c) Focus on goals set and ignore petty grievances in the organization. 
d) Get out of way  when required  to achieve your goals. Goals are 
important than rules and regulations for achieving the goals.   
e) Always keep staff and workers busy and  well informed about the 
goals and priorities for tasks ahead . 
The objectives defined and goals set  needs constant monitoring as soon 
as the situation changes. In some cases changes are so frequent like  
economic reaction in stock market,  an ongoing monitoring is needed 
instantly which can  give the desired results.  Each members of team is 
to work in close cooperation with each other  without waste/loss of 
energies for achieving the goals/ objectives. 
 

Ego Measurement 

 
There are no standard or well recognized tools for measurement of ego 
like temperature in person  . Ego is not real in the sense of measurement 
and is a product made of various  visible and invisible components of 
personality  and therefore is open to  instant and reactionaries  changes 
and  thus not measurable. The reason for this is that ego is a variant  in 



nature depending upon its working  within a person  based on  working 
environments which are  changing from time to time and  place to place. 
It is just like emerging economic situation from time to time and need  
instant handling  and monitoring . The waiting for suo motto solution 
over the period of time may be soothing   at a particular time but 
devastating at other occasion   and any abnormal  delay   in dealing  
with emerging issue  may cause irreparable loss to the person concerned 
or the organization  with no position to return in the long run. 
 
Ego is much influenced by self  or/and society controls, personality 
traits in a society having a different set of culture at the  place of 
activity. Everyone has its own values such as commitment , honesty, 
integrity and commitment  which are eternal in existence and changes 
with every move based on  its value one attaches .These are invisible 
tributes of a character of a person.   
 
A  conceived formula   for measurement of ego may be as under: 
 
                            Level of ego x level of influence by society at a place 
Ego measurement=  ------------------------------------------------- 
                            Self control by egoistic personality and society 
This is not a universally accepted formula and it may vary person to 
person ,place to place and depends upon  thoughts the mind carries 
which evokes responsiveness to situation and circumstances based on 
feelings and desires which are dependent upon  the  culture of the place 
and ego contents in a personality  under given situation. 

Ego Boosters 

There are many people or situations which act and react so as to boost 
the level of  ego in a person under the given situation and circumstances. 

The most common boosters in a organization include boss/private 
secretary to boss/wife of the boss/ common and close friend to boss or 
concerned official having egoist living environments . The political 
bosses many times act as an ego booster to general public or followers of 
particular political leaning for the political consideration or otherwise.  

Many times some persons keep note to settle score for hurting their ego 
and are in search of opportunities when such persons are hurt the most. 



The person choose such occasions which may be very important in life 
of person concerned or the affected party. The chosen occasion may cost 
the most devastating or hurting effect on the concerned party. The 
egoist thinks it as an opportunity when the counter party can be 
insulted/hurt the most publicly . Hurting others in this manner are acts 
of cruelty and has devastating effect on the person concerned . The 
occasion may be marriage in the family ,receiving state honour or 
award , occasion of promotion or retirement from service of the 
concerned official . The score settler also choose these occasions and 
time so as to cause maximum damage to the person. The occasion is 
chosen as one is insulted publicly more in this manner.  

Some persons are using new technology as a media for sending e-mails 
to some relative and close friends or such organizations within in the 
country or abroad falsifying the news of death or accident in family or 
evasion of taxes under the law /rules to employer or government as a 
result of which one has to rush to unwanted place for making them 
economically poorer and publicly dishonest . At times the press is also 
contributory without proper verification to this menace. This causes 
repulsive ego in the affected person and the person pursuing these 
means get sadist pleasure .   

At times one is given promotion superseding deserving candidates by 
using unethical practices/ measures to let others down . This my be due 
to sending an anonymous complaint made to employer by some 
unscrupulous element to disallow due promotion . The egoist believes 
loss caused to the affected person  may result in gain to him  but in fact 
it is only  self ego satisfaction technique and is born out of sadists 
pleasure .   

Insulting others in the presence of peers and colleagues causes permanent 
mental injury and has long lasting effect on the concerned person. 
Insulting others for sake of the pleasantries results in temporary or 
permanent effect and results in ego boost.   

Many feel that the distribution of asset of acquired knowledge free of cost 
will give pleasure to willing co-participants . This may motivate the 
recipients of shared knowledge but other think that they are being insulted 
by showing their superiority and  undervaluing them .  



Some persons perceive that loss to others will result gain to them and 
derive immense sadist pleasure out of it by hurting sentiments of others 
which refill ego intoxication . This is also form of negative ego instinct and 
may be shun away .  

One is disrespected by the society when language spoken is derogatory, 
bad and sarcastic and conduct is immature and picturesque and manners 
are lacking the element of decency in society. The indicative reflection of 
this is when one noticeably becomes silent and does not react to others 
when the situation demands so.  

Some signals which acts as ego boosters in others are: So what, What is my 
concern, What you want me to do about it, Why is this my problem, You 
always have this, How does it affect me, Cannot you take care of this ,This 
is not my job , Every one else does why you cannot, No one does this why 
are you doing in this manner, It is all your fault and non-imaginativeness ,  
be avoided as these have ego repulsive reaction. The balloon full of ego will 
burst out when ego booster signals are used.  

Some people want to be center of attentions in meetings and may disrupt 
the meetings or thrash the goals for their ego gratification . 

Drawing attention to ego of an individual will further boost his ego . It 
requires emotional maturity to do so or respond to this sentimental feeling. 
One should turn the complaints to request so that provocations are 
avoided. When someone comes to you with a complaint against other 
colleague in your organization , first disarm him by offering chair and 
offer a cup of tea , coffee or glass of water ,his anger will be reduced to a 
great extent. The ego mixed anger will be reduced to a great extant .  

Everyone in society crave for appreciation and this desire is insatiable, 
appreciate your workforce whenever needed ,this may motivate them 
and they may perform better. 

If an executive uses negative criticism then ego of mass workers in the 
organization or society is affected much which is counter productive 
and results into ego boost . Do not use the principles of applying 
motivation to some individuals and reprimanding others at the same 
time. Both the tasks may not be carried at different timings . 
Reprimand a person privately if considered essential and not in the 
presence of others otherwise it will be repulsive and ego booster  .  



Overzealous ego may damage the work plan and halt the progress of an 
organization .  

Position of Power to great extent is a result of position  one holds in the 
organization which is sensitive and slippery in nature. It does not 
guarantee the power to be retained always. Ego should not be possessed 
and harnessed   because of position held  in the organization.  

Non control of ego results in low self esteem, meager self awareness, 
inadequate self control, over-imaginative and destructive life style, 
unhealthy and derogatory manners and practices, destructive 
relationship, weak spirituality , inadequate contentment, loss of peace 
and diminished self direction.  

The colleagues with egoistic mind are embarrassed when criticized in 
front of peers and other employees which embarrasses them and boost 
their ego.  

 

Ego Moderation   

Ego management in corporate governance can be regulated through 
specially designed ego management therapy and tools where egoists are 
re-acquainted with his entire self so that mysterious and dysfunctional 
behavior and disturbed feelings of executives are reoriented for positive 
results and benefits for the organization. Some of measures which 
govern the ego of functionaries be adopted to deflate its level are 
mentioned hereunder.  

One of the measures to reduce the level of ego will be to control ego by 
self by available methods and options . 

Some uninvited situations unimaginatively  develope  which are anger 
provocative like criticizing the well known thought and political feelings 
of an individual. 

Many times anger surface in a personality as our expectation from him 
are too higher than realities in life. One should learn to reappraise his 
expectations under given situations. 



Many times ego which is an inherent internal driving force of a 
personality get activated suo motto in the time of crises and help him to 
overcome the situation. 

One of the solution of problems will be to explore alternatives and 
available options and should fine tune own perception with self 
experiences with ground realities to match the goals assigned. 

Laughter therapy has been adopted as one of the method to reduce 
stress level and the device has been found to be result oriented for 
reduction of ego generated anger. Laughter acts a tranquilizer for anger 
control and manage ego automatically.  

Another strategy will be to adopt a methodology to covert the complaint 
into request so that provocations are avoided. The physiological exercise 
to allow the anger to pass through garbage tunnel for a few minutes so 
that it is omitted out and the effect is subsidized. Forgiveness is another 
available tool for anger management which reduces the ego. Of course, 
It is combatively easier to forgive others than forgive own self. One can 
be humiliated  himself more  than others. It requires a lot of courage 
and detachment from self to forgive self and is much difficult task. One 
should try to know from himself whether affected anger born out is a 
positive or negative anger and in the process level of ego will be reduced 
automatically . 

Another therapy will be to start counting one to ten when you are angry 
or take a round around at the place of occurrence and get a glass of 
water. One can try deep breathing and relax to calm down for 10-20 
seconds to defuse the situation. No rational conversation really can take 
place when one shouts in anger and it takes time to cool down. The 
anger with ego contents carries much energies which go waste beside 
injuring feelings and sentiments of self and others and lead you to 
uninvited physiological problems.  
 

  

Ego Management –the practical way out  

There are no well accepted formulas to manage the ego instinct due to 
its variant character and manifestation in a personality . It is based on 



an intrinsic value one attaches to ego by self. This is dependent on his 
action and reaction of operatives based on situation and circumstances 
prevailing at the place of activity . Some of the suggestions for 
management of ego of a person under the situations are as under:  

Traits theories  identify one individual from another individual and are 
well measured in terms of basic  behavioral instinct of a  personality. 

It is well recognized that performance level of two individuals are at 
variance and should not be adopted a single measurement tool for 
productivity and effective control of ego.  

Assertiveness and emotional dimension in the assertion some times 
contribute significantly in ego-deceleration. These can be resorted to 
provided the counter party is in  receptivity mood  for the same and be 
applied up to desired level.   

Home environments many times influence substantially the office 
environments . It has been noticed that one individual several times acts 
differently at home and office in identical situations. When wife of an 
executive has overriding personality at home and interferes in office 
decision making is not liked by peers and other colleagues on one 
consideration or the other. It is perceived by many that outsiders are 
interfering in the their affairs or affairs relating to office.  

At times the involvement of wife in get-togetherness of an executive 
quickly solves some of the egoist problems with ego mind set up 
executive and there is a noticeable change in office environments by 
involving her in informal or formal get-together functions .  

Culture of a place is significant in ego manifestation and thus at times 
acts as an impediment in management of ego and counseling to the 
affected person should be based on that consideration.  

Culture of the organization should be team oriented and empire 

building for the organization and outwardly competitive for goal 
achievement .  

One must maintain distinction in personal and official relationship with 
the staff members and others . Many functionaries in a organization 



departmental heads willingly or unwillingly get involved in personal 
feuds ,squabbles and inter-personal differences. This tendency is a sort 
of poison that halt the progress of the corporate world .  

Negativity creates fire within and burn oneself within and dysfunctional 
behavior surrounds him.  

Never allow ego to inflate to such an extent so that it can deflate 
everything within with small emotional strokes in the organization.  

No one should take one boss for granted for ever for all his acts and 
decisions otherwise his ego will be hurt much. Relationship good or bad 
are not formed in a day or two. These are built over the period of time 
with individual mental outlook and attitudes born out of kindness, self 
understanding which are inherent instincts of personality . 

Many of the Private secretaries to Boss believe that Boss is the final 
word in intra-personal relationship for ever and think that he, the 
private secretary is the most trusted one amongst all and do not 
understand behavior of a person undergo change with the change of 
person/boss . At times with the change of boss, private secretaries do not 
change their outlook and believe that whatever his earlier boss was 
saying was the final word on the subject and thus is confronted with ego 
problems while dealing with new boss. Some of the Private Secretaries 
tries to raise the level of Ego of new boss through flattery and creating 
atmosphere of ill will against earlier boss . The executives should take 
note of it and apply their open mind before trusting him.   

Confidentiality be maintained wherever needed. Sometimes private 
secretaries cannot maintain confidentiality and  secrets about boss and 
official matters that prove fatal for him as well as for the boss and cause 
ego clashes between the two. Speak privately and separately when 
necessitated  for such matters .  

You can confide with some person or other for personal interaction and 
frank opinion about an issue and act after careful application of mind 
thereafter . Ensure such opinions offered are free and frank without any 
ulterior motivation and fear. Do not make any comments about 
personal affairs of a man. Any comments on his personal matters, 
behavior of family members or furnishing uninvited opinion on 



personal matter will invoke his ego out any you may be victim or target 
of it.   

Jealousy gets generated over the period of time due to continuous 
having ill will against a particular person. These are cups full of ego and 
kill you and your personality over the period of time. This jealously 
create ego burst abruptly in the personality of executive .One should try 
to close down discussion at such interlocution .  

When one adopts discriminatory attitudes in decision making based on 
closeness of some individual , culture, caste, creed or batch which 
results in ego burst by some people. One should have open mind and 
take a balanced decision on merits which affects both the parties and 
ensure the decision making is well sounded on merit rather than 
prejudicial decision. .  

Do not compare personalities of two persons which are individualistic in 
character , compare their level of performance only otherwise this may 
result in ego manifestation. This sort of comparison will halt the 
competitive spirit in personalities . One may like to outperform than 
other in competitive world . Do not qualify your appreciation for good 
performance. Some time mental battle goes within egoistic attitude and 
mental feelings to offer gratitude and appreciation to a person or not 
and restrict him to take timely action due to excessive ego manifestation. 
One should have a proper balance of mind on such occasions.  

Sarcastically spoken words by close friends hurt much more and has a 
never lasting effect than spoken words by some unknown person 
because one imagines how a close friend has acted against his interests 
despite knowing him well . Words spoken out of bitterness cause 
irreparable damage which cannot be recovered by any means. 
Unpleasant spoken words are such nails when once punched do not 
come out despite all efforts and has long lasting effect on a person 
whereas pleasantly spoken language provide respect , honour and 
dignity free of cost .   

Unjustified criticism turns out many time a blessing in disguise and give 
an opportunity to think back. This is a rare opportunity and may not be 
taken as a rule.   



Many times the some persons take for granted that others are junior, 
immature and less experienced which hurts their sentiments and 
feelings.  

The complete success also lead to ego manifestation in some persons as 
the element of challenge in that stage is absent / missing and principles 
of implied success rule their life.  

It has been noticed that poor man generally is generous and suffers less 
with ego escalation than others as he is dressed in humility. Ego gives 
momentary pleasure whereas the pride with humility is accomplishment 
of immense pleasure.  

One must understand difference between complaint making and 
chugalkhori which is adopted as inside management practice in many 
organizations . Some old management executives adopt this as 
management practice to find quick solution . This may be through an 
act of false praise for boss with some other inherent objectives.  

When someone comes to you with a complaint, first disarm by offering 
chair or suitable place to him using the word please have a seat ,then 
enquire about his personal or family matters ,then appreciate his past 
performance and contribution to organization and offer a cup of tea or 
coffee or glass of water , his anger will be reduced to a great extent, then 
ask about the nature and content of complaint .Your closing words 
should be based on sympathetic consideration of the complaint on 
merits and as per rule of law in vogue. Some may ask him to offer 
suggestion for complaint which justify his hearing in his mind . 

Personal or collective meetings be arranged when the problem is going 
out of control and  aggravating . Simple acceptance of mistake /omission 
or error require a lot of courage for acceptance. The significant message 
to a particular person can be conveyed through collective meeting. This 
may be indirect message to some one else attending the meeting and is 
generally well received in this manner. Do not be specific to pin point a 
person in meetings. When one accepts mistake, congratulate him and 
ask for suggestion to improve the performance of the organization. 
Close the talks with positive thought and appreciations for his past 
performance .  



Direct interact with official in departmental or personal meeting may 
sooth the ego problems  to some extent in the organization. Do not 
contradict the point of view instantly and directly .Try to understand 
their point of view and  wave length and tell gently to them how you feel 
about any point and its rationality and how your views  differ from him. 
You can win a person with love, frankness and passionate feelings and 
not by arguments.  

For meeting management, it is essential first to identify the purpose of 
the meeting, agenda formation ,who to attend such meeting and level of 
participation , venue and who to chair particularly when it is multi-
agencies meeting .Personal animosity may not be allowed to erupt the 
meetings by Chairman. Meetings many times are  very delicate dance of 
communication ,ego and power struggle that can either upgrade or 
destroy a corporation.  

One cannot understand a person within one or two meetings , first 
meeting may be shadowed by atmosphere prevalent at site of meeting 
and one may not like to react unless it is conceived as last opportunity 
for interaction. His true colour may come out after one or two meetings 
only . He may be aggressive or receptive and may start revealing his 
mind after one or two meeting only. Do not draw  any instant conclusion 
and form an opinion  based on limited handing when one was in his 
egoist tone.   

Many times persons form their opinion about a person on limited 
dealings based on first meeting or dealing /interacting with him for 
limited period several years ago, they do not change their views with 
shift of time whereas the personality of the person might have 
undergone a change unnoticed by him over the years. Perception about 
a person should also change with the change of time.  

The arguments in meeting sometimes take such a bad shape as they are 
results of inflated ego and over shadow him with ego.  

Communication is a structural science whereas assertiveness is 
unnatural condition in communication management. It is a language of 
learning with skill of speaking. Arguments in communication is nothing 
but a battle of inflated egos. Arguments throw heat whereas discussion 



throws opportunities to find solution . No one wins in emotional battles. 
Always keep your communication line open.  

The chairman of the meeting should be matured enough to ensure or 
conduct the meeting in such a manner that differences in the 
organization are cleared and subsidized . Behavior of any one individual 
may not allowed to rule which may be inconsistent with the purpose. 
Law of gravitation work in meetings, some people will like one 
leader/speaker due to their own commitment, perception or nearness to 
him or the purpose whereas some others may dislike depending upon 
their own perception about the situation which may vary from person to 
person, place to place, occasion to occasion. If you do not reach a well 
accepted solution ,then at least ,come to understanding that you agree to 
disagree and leave the matter for next opportunity.   

At times in meetings, suo motto offer is made for reconciliation and this 
voluntary offer if not accepted despite goodwill gesture, hurts the 
feelings of offeree and result in ego spurt .  

Take blame for failure on yourself when situation demands so to avoid 
ego clashes amongst groups and say that you did not provide timely 
input or direction as a result of which the results were not achievable by 
team.  

The Power of listening is very important tool for control on emotions of 
ego. One should listen to the others and should apply his mind before 
forming a considered opinion about a person. At the same time when a 
person listens a lot without expressing his reaction, it is taken as his 
weakness. When some innovative  thoughts/suggestions are offered, the 
people expect some appreciation for that, do not forget to do the same at 
right time. Keep your communication line always  open.  

Silence some times create many misunderstandings than spoken words. 
One may think that one is egoist, self-centered or is a useless personality 
or cannot be depended upon. If you call your peers and juniors by 
homely name or short name , he will feel pleased due to imported 
nearness  and ego if he has will not come out. He will feel that you know 
him well and care for him. The element of respect will be automatically 
injected in him.  



Great listening is fueled by curiosity and receptivity and it will depend 
upon purpose and method of communication.  

It is essential to understand wavelength of the operatives for ego 
management . Each human being has hopes and aspirations and may 
not be treated like self operating computer. It is not the salary or 
monetary benefits that make the difference but is the appreciation by 
boss or the organization that makes the difference.  

Many times personal adventure within a man cause ego burst and 
create self generated problems. Ego management strategy should not be 
based on friendly devices at the cost of target the goals set for the 
organization. This may have a devastating effect on team spirit and 
ultimate productivity.  

One principle of self ego management is to think patiently how many 
times your decision making has gratified your ego and is ego your 
continuous companion. Man can motivate his mind effectively and 
easily than of others.  

Express gratitude to seniors and express thanks in return of gratitude 
expressed. Sometime ego halts us to offer the gratitude. The gratitude 
with humility can change the facet of activity at the scene . Humility is 
the foundation to all virtues. Courtesy is another dimension of good 
behavior and it costs nothing but pays well and may be practiced in all 
get to gathers and meetings.  

One should know how to control his anger and also of others. It may be 
through anger control therapy or otherwise. The anger will weaken a 
person and his temper give him trouble until he continue to hold ego or 
till it is relinquished by him. If you have been reprimanded by your 
angry boss , do not pass anger received to your colleagues and juniors.   

Never forget to console a person who is in distress and difficulties as 
pain shared is divided amongst participants and reduced whereas 
happiness shared gets multiplied . Such occasions do not come again 
and again and one may not get second opportunity next time to console 
to reduce the effect of tragedies . In family environments where ego 
dominate seniors or parents, just touch their feet with respect , 50% of 
the ego will be washed away instantly. 



Everyone has ego , appreciate the contribution of team members , the 
level of ego  if any in any member will be diminished to a great level . 
Another way is to acknowledge contribution of each member publicly . 
Recognition awarded for improved performance with dignity and sense 
of belonging to the organization is a great tribute to a personality . 
Never appreciate the performance in restrictive sense, Never use the 
word BUT while appreciating the performance of a person. When only 
team is praised , it is misconstrued many times by some people. Many 
may think that they have no value in the organization as they were the 
chief contributors in the work plan , some people may draw satisfaction 
from the team whereas others will undervalue their contribution and 
participation in their own eyes unless they are publicly appreciated.   

Highly successful executives hardly appraise themselves and take the 
success for granted. Some executives self praise their past success and 
believe that the listeners or fellow members believe in their strength and 
success without challenge which is not  correct.  

Whenever you are winning or losing, emotions ran high ,fragile ego can 
be bruised any time. If one is not in harmony with oneself , he cannot 
have peace with others.  

One should have a element of self esteem .One should appraise himself 
as a good performer in his own eyes, which will also improve his 
performance organizationally . The persons with self esteem has no big 
ego and act his co-companion for success .  

Never allow to ego to go out of your control otherwise it will destroy 
everything . Allow no politic to creep in the organization ,do not allow 
use of nonsense management practices in the organization .  

Executives should ensure that competent people are well compensated 
with monetary and non-monetary benefits and the incentive  match the 
value of their services and contribution. The pride of performance 
represent pleasure with dignity and humility and crawl  down even the 
small element of ego if he has. 

Shun the policy of indispensability with a particular person in 
organization as over-reliance on one person may de-motivate other 
competent persons failing with over-relied person will generate ego in 
himself .This practice will affect the organization .  



Leaders in the organization  should be righteous one and have morality 
in approach and clear conscience. Positive self esteem and self 
responsibility for success  are  tributes to executives in  the 
organization.  

No organization or any executive in the organization has defined as to 
who will protect the reputation of its functionaries. There are no 
codified rules in the organization except law in some countries about 
loss of public reputation. In fact , it is most risky to theft or bombing by 
others.  

Smile frequently, take interests in others and talk less are some of the 
good principles of controlling ego by own self .  

There are people who are not ego driven and even then  are successful. 
These are exception and need not be equated for comparison  and 
success .  

Some of the well accepted principles which leads to success are: 

Set your goals in advance . Establish priorities for clarity of vision. 
Maintain a schedule of tasks ahead . 

Delegate the authority and  powers  below you to take work and 
monitor the delegation yourself occasionally . Organize the management  
information to keep your  monitoring data update and handy. 

Well  define health enhancement break.  

Whenever the situation demand you should reprimand the erring 
officials in conspicuous and transparent manners so that it may not de-
motivate other members of the team. Some of reprimand principles are, 
give erring official a chance for  hearing before reprimand , select time , 
place and people concerned . Reprimand must be immediate otherwise 
it will be counter productive. Take due care to deal one behavior or 
misconduct at one time and do not tag past behavior or misconduct with 
current reprimand . Be choosy about your words used or spoken. Be 
specific and deal with facts and maintain proper balance of mind. When 
one accepts the mistake and is apologetic , forgive him. Forgiveness  is a 
real gift of another opportunity and gives immense pleasure to erring 



official  and prove blessing in disguise . He may improve his 
performance next time . 

Many people need individual attention and personal presence marked 
in the presence of dignitaries which is hard fact of life and be handled 
accordingly without loss of goal.  

Honesty is the most valuable asset in life of a person and ensure not to 
doubt honesty of a functionaries when unsuccessful in achieving your 
goals unless it is proved and established. Do not doubt the integrity of a 
person when someone reports any act of purported dishonesty on the 
basis of any body else, make your own assessment before initiating any 
action . Do not dress your personality with suspicion dress. Some people 
doubt every move of the other party and do not believe their own 
assessment and power of thinking. This ultimate result in self ego 
generation.   

Windows of opportunity be kept open always for counseling for success 
and make your colleagues to feel their importance in the organization.   

One can forgive others but it takes time to forgive own self as it takes 
more time. Forgiveness  is a self-controlled ego measure device.   

One mistake once should not construed with entire personality for 
whole life. Perception continue to change. One should not be judged for 
whole life on the basis of one mistake. Proper distinction be maintained 
between mistake ,omission and blunder. The intentional mistakes are 
mischievous acts and may not be condoned .   

There are people who are difficult to handle or change as their 
commitment is to some thing else . Such people are with low morality 
and character or having money /sex consideration in mind rather goals 
set or tasks assigned in the organization. The character is that 
monument on which the entire personality of an individual is built up. 
These people are corrupt and have no values in life and are egoist and 
difficult to change and need some assorted therapies for ego 
management. 

Some of ego deceleration signals are Sorry , Thank you , Please and 
May I help you, Can I help you and may be used whenever needed for 
ego controls. When you are not able to decide whether it is your ego or 



ego of others which is obstructing to find a way to solution , ask yourself 
Why is this point so important to you. These signals may be adopted in 
life for ego control.  

Ask people to think spiritually and try to maintain difference in religion 
and spirituality. Religion is a codified way of living with limited 
parameters of religion for some segment of society whereas the 
spirituality is unlimited way of spiritual living with self realization and 
humble submission to God with prayer for His blessing . Moral and 
ethics are the foundation of good character . The greatest gift of God to 
mankind is power of thinking which may shoot within him and destroy 
his egoist attitudes.  

Last solution for ego problem may be to ignore the egoist and watch his 
conduct through constant monitoring, it may solve the problem 
automatically or may aggravate the problem for which the timely 
intervention is needed.  

If you are not successful in achieving your goals, reappraise yourself to 
find where you lacked, identify the reasons, ascertain the clarity of 
purpose ,share your concern with confidents  and develop a strategy to 
retry for the goal within available time frame. Ensure the 
communication for implementation of the project is clear to all and is 
well  sounding in nature. Ensure that the appeal for implementation is 
not distorted with ego spirit. Ensure that there is no excessive pressure 
or stress on team members. Ensure they job anxieties of operatives are 
cleared and security of job is relied upon by all concerned in the team. 
Never criticize just for criticism .  
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